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Recap: 
Philippians 2:5 – “Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus.” 
 
Redemptive Movement Hermeneutic – God is leading us somewhere.  Each time, 
God revealed a limited amount of himself based on what we could handle 
culturally at the time. 
 
“Ultimate Ethic” concept and the X -> Y -> Z  
 
Criteria – Movement, Seed Ideas, Breakouts, Purpose/Intent Statements, Basis in 
Curse, Original Creation, or New Creation 
 
How do we perceive a redemptive movement vs an ultimate ethic in Scripture?  
How could some Biblical texts speak to topics not specifically addressed in the 
Bible?  
 
Key Concept: We can learn and apply specific criteria in reading Scripture that 
help with our discernment of temporary/cultural vs ultimate ethics. 

- Learning this process INSIDE the pages of Scripture equips us to have 
the mind of Jesus OUTSIDE the biblical text. 

 
This Week: Additional Criteria and Application 
 
New Criteria 

1. Competing Options 
a. Was there an alternative to the practice conceptually available to 

the original author?  If not, then this may not be an ultimate ethic; 
if yes, then it is more likely to be an ultimate ethic. 

2. Opposition to Original Culture 
a. If the original culture is firmly entrenched in one set of behaviors 

and the Scriptures instruct us to act against those behaviors, we are 
more likely to be addressing a redemptive movement issue. 

3. Closely Related Issues 
a. How do we determine which issues are interconnected?  I.e. 1 Tim 

2:9 prohibits women from braiding their hair; this connects to the 
broad topic of women but probably not to the specific topic of 
women’s ordination. 

4. Specific Instructions vs General Principles 
a. Good Samaritan, for example.  What does it mean to go and do 

likewise?  See also John 8:1-11 
5. New Testament Revisions of Old Testament Commandments 

a. Jesus is the chief interpreter of Scripture! 
b. Continuity between OT and NT is inconclusive, but discontinuity 

strongly suggests a redemptive movement. 
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Application 
 
Example: Can Christians go to war?  What Would Jesus Think?  Should 
Christians have sex before/outside of marriage? 
 
On War: 

- Normative in Culture – War is acceptable in all situations. 
- Old Testament – Ecclesiastes 3:8, Moses, Joshua, David, Jeremiah 51, 

etc. 
- Preliminary movement – the Lord is a Warrior 
- Basis in New Creation – “Swords into plowshares” 
- Seeds, NT > OT – “Love your enemy.”  “Blessed are the peacemakers.” 

“Our enemies are not flesh and blood.” 
- Breakouts – Matthew 26:51-52, but also Luke 22:35-38, but also Luke 

22:49-51   
- Specific Instructions to General Principles 
- Opposition to Original Culture – NO – Romans 13, 1 Peter 2 

 
On Premarital Sex: 

- Cultural perspective – women no, men yes – Deuteronomy 22:20-21 
- Thou shalt not commit adultery. 
- Preliminary movement - Exodus 22:16-17 
- Breakout and Purpose/Intent and NT > OT – Matthew 19:1-12 
- Seed ideas – “sexual immorality” 
- Specific instructions vs general principles, purpose/intent – Ephesians 

5:3 
- NT > OT, Seed idea, Specific vs general - Matthew 5:27-30 
- Closely Related - 1 Cor 7:1-5 
- Direct Instruction/Breakout - 1 Cor 7:8-9 
- Opposition to the original culture, closely related ideas – 1 Cor 6:12-20 
- Closely Related Ideas, Preliminary movement - Hebrews 3:4 

 
Conversation: Discussion Questions 
 

1. Discuss tonight’s criteria.  Which makes the most sense to you?  Which is 
most confusing or difficult? 

 
2. Try applying these criteria to another topic of interest this week.  Use one 

of the examples below or come up with your own topic! 
- Should Christians baptize babies? 
- Do Christians have an obligation to creation-care? 
- Do Christians have an obligation to refugee-care? 
- Should Christians engage in politics? 
- When does life begin/Should Christians engage in abortion?  


